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Abstract
The transcendental logarithmic (translog) function is a familiar choice in applied econometric work. It has
been shown to exhibit superior approximations to unknown direct and indirect economic objective functions
(Driscoll; Guilkey, Knox Lovell and Sickles; Stem). Fitting the translog function to consumer or firm level
micro-data can encounter zero values for some function arguments. For example, a subset of consumers may
not purchase strictly positive quantities of all goods in a choice set, or firms may be observed to employ a
subset of available inputs in production. Because the natural logarithm is undefined at zero, the translog
function cannot be estimated directly. To facilitate the logarithmic transformation, researchers typically
modify zero-value arguments by either replacing them with arbitrarily small values or by applying the Box-
Cox transformation.
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Introduction^ > / , . "i..
> -I 'I
This guide is written for individuals involved in, or responsible for the transformation of the
agricultural and food sectors in the transition economies of Eastern Europe arid the countries of ^
the former Soviet Union (EE-FSU). Our fociis, however, centers on practical approaches for
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of ^e agricultural research and education systems
within this region.
Agricultural-research arid educatiph is, admittedly, long term business. .Theimmediate problems,
of economic transition such'as privatization, price liberalization, deyelopment.offinancial
markets and institutions and the modernization of commercial and civil law have dominated the
transformation agenda for EE-FSU, throughout the past decade,^ Hpweyer, the ability to sustain
gains arising from these short term reforms will ultimately rest ori the countries'^ capacity to'
solve agricultural, food and natural resourceproblems in the future, in ways that are appropriate
for a market economy, It is our view,'that developing agricultural research and education'
capacitymust be an integral componentin the overall agricultural transitionstrategy. Further the
refonris in agricultural research and education inustproceed concurrently with otherreforms.
Operating Assumptions
Our approach in developing this guide'rests on the following assumptions:
•' ' ' I' ' - i 1' . H ' . ; • ' . • ,1 • ' . .
• Theguide is a working document to be augmented arid revised as burlmderstanding of
agricultural research and education reform increases.
• There are no proven models for reforming agricultural research and education systems in
transition economies. Consequently we have focused on developing a framework - a way to
think and learn about the reform process, rather than attempt to offer a set of prescriptions.
• It is unlikely that funding for comprehensive agricultural research and education
transformation programs will ever be avdlable. Consequently the reform strategy must be
entrepreneurial and opportunistic taking positive steps when possible, often as part of
another program or initiative.
' • rJ ' ' *
What is an Agricultural Knowledge System?
Agricultural research and education are the products of an agricultural knowledge system (AKS).
A country's AKS includesboth private and publicorganizations as well as supporting
institutions such as intellectual property laws or food safety regulations. Here are a few broad-
categories ofinstitutions that might make up ari^,AKS. Note that these organizations may be
local, national or international in scope.
• • •" • ' j
• Agricultural universities and technical schools
• Agricultural resei^ch institutes
• Public price reporting services '
• Agribusinesses, inparticular product development, marketing orcustomer support units
• Private farm consultants, advisory services
• Public extension services
• Public service agencies providing programadministration or technical assistance
• Private media companies
An agricultural knowledge systemcreatesvalueor contributes to economicdevelopment by:
• Increasing the competitiveness of the agriculmral sector by reducing unit production costs or
creating improved or unique product characteristics either through improved technology,
management or institutions.
« Decreasing the adverse environmental impact of the agricultural sector.
• Developing the managerial and technical skill of the existing agricultural work force.
• Ensuring a reliable andhighquality supply of future agricultural workers, managers, public
officials and scientists.
Estimated rates of return to AKS investments are consistently high - in both developed and
developing countries and formost major commodities. Table 1provides a recent summary. One
conclusion from this extensive research effort is that the consistently high rates of return imply
systematic underinvestment in the AKS.
Table 1. Rate ofReturn to AKS Investments
Country ' Commodity Rate of Return (%)
In OECD Countries
Agricultural Research
Australia
Canada
Japan
United States
Pasture Improvement
Dairy
Rice
Crop and Livestock
58-68
97
73-75
45
In Develoninp Countries
Agricultural Research
Mexico
India
Brazil
Maize
Rice
Soybeans
78-91
60-65
46-69
Public SectorAgricultural Extension
In Developed Countries
In Developing Countries
6 studies
17 studies
63% mean rate of return
50% mean rate of return
Source: Mudahar, et al (1998).
Critical Issues in AKS Reform in the EE-FSU Region
Agricultural research, extension education were given a fairly high priority in centrally
plannedeconomies. However, the AKSdeveloped under centralplanning cannotmeet the
requirements ofamarket economy. ^
Figure 1presents a simple schematic'b'f the AKS that existedunder central planning (PanelA).
For simplicity, we show farmers (or collective and state fanns) as the end user of.this system.
However, the client base could be expanded to includefood-processing firms oi: grain handling
and input supply firms many of which we directly,tied to'collective or state farms.
The size of the ovals gives some indication of the-relative size orl importance of the education,
research and extension functions. The research investment inxeritrally planned economies was
significant - fully as larger or larger than in the developedmarket economies. However, the
researchestablishment tended to be guidedmoreby the demands.of the central planners than by
the needs of clients. In most cases, individual research institutes^were relatively small, highly
specialized, isolated and not integrated witheither.higher,education'or system clients. /
I
\
Extension as we would understand the term in a North Americaa or European context did not
really exist under centrally planning. There were institutes for retraining professionals that
combinededucationwith political indoctrination. An extensivenetwork of adriunistrative
offices also existed that was responsible for ensuring plans and production orders were carried
out. ' _ • •• •
' • -• I '
Higher education - universities and technical schools.were also an important part of the former
AKS. However, they were also very small and specialized both in terms of subject matter and
function. The curriculum was designed to prepare individuals for specific jobs. Technical
sciences were well developed. But modern social sciences and business curricula did not exist.'
In Panel B of Figure 1 we sketch a schematic for an AKSmore representative of a developed .
market-based economy. In this case, the private sector.plays a significant role in research and •
extension. Private research is focused on product and process development. And private
extension would be more closely tied to customer service and work"force training and
development. Note too, that the AKS in a marketeconomy is muchmore complex and
interdependent. We can visualizeAKS ^ansformationas a process that, moves the system from .
the structure in Panel A closer to the one represented in Panel B.
Table2 summarizes sorhe of the changes thatwillbe required as theAKS-in the EE-FSU region
is reoriented to serving a competitive market-based agriculture; Although these changes are,
generally, common to all countries in the region there are a number of specific factors thatmust
be taken into account in formulating a regional AKS reform'study. f'-''
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Table 2. AKS Reorientation in Transition Economics
Function Old
i . • • - , ^ r -
f ' k ' '
New
Education ' - •Employment focus
Process'mariagembnt-'"'
Math and science
Ideology i
Obedience^d confonnity•' ' ' J
Employability focus >
Strategic and operations management
L . •
Math and science
Socid science
Critical reasoning and communication
Research Basic research
Public sector domination
Limited accountability to clients
Hierarchical system
Commodity focus • •
Large complex public system
• 1 , 1 t 1 .
Basic and applied research
Pnvate and public, shar^ responsibility
Increased accountability to clients
Competitive and entrepreneurial systems
V^iiechain focus-•-
Smaller, targeted publicsystem, ^
Extension ; " .
> .
Technical information,,
.-Controlledaccess" ! '1
Ideological foundation ' '
: Ji' .1 •
Paternalistic onentation
Entirely public institutions
Professional development
.Global access.
Market economics, business foundation
Client-centered, participatory onentation
Mostly private institutions
1. Variability among countries in the EE-FSU region.
The EE-FSU countries share a common experience "with'central planning and, to some^
extent, geography',- but little else. Some of the key differeinces are:-
• absolute size of the agricultural sector (Russia vs. Georgia) '' '
• agricultural resource endowment (Ukraine vs. Belarus)
• importance oif agriculture in the economy (Slovakia vs. Albania) ' ^
• structure of production agriculture (Poland vs. Bulgaria)
political stability (Czech Republic vs. Tajikistan) j .
• percapita income (Hungajy vs. Turkmenistan)' '
Without belaboring thepoint, it is possible to develop a general approach to AKS reform in
transition economies, but the specific steps must be tailor-made to the agricultural economic and
social conditions in each countT)^ or subregion.
2. Uneven progress in AKS refom.
' T'?*® paper by Cs^ and Nash ,(1998) clearly demonstrates the uneven progress in agricultural
reform in theEE-FSU region. Here are a few examples relevant to reform of theAKS:
• Slovenia ranks high in general institutional reform, but has made relatively little progress
in reforming its AKS.
• In general, Russia's AKS reforms havemoved at a glacial pace whenviewed at the
national level. But there are a number of institutions and regional governments that have
been very reform-minded - consolidating and redirecting programs, changing funding
sources and the legal status of AKS institutions.
• Latvia and Estonia have operated private farmer advisory services since 1992, yet research
and higher education remain largely unreformed.
• Georgiaand Kazakhstan havemademodest progress in agricultural reforms,yet there
appears to be a growing interest in reforming agricultural research and extension among
leading government officials.
3. Reform leadership is generally lacking.
Reformof the AKS requires committed, visionary leaderswho operatewith the supportof
keystakeholders. This condition is met in only a handful of theEE-FSU countries. For the
most part, theAKS managers havelittleunderstanding of organizational reform, market
economics, human resource management or strategy. Further AKS professionals and
managers are frequently disconnected from the political process and seemmore committed to
preserving the past than working for reform.
4. The legal status of publicAKS institutions is frequently ambiguous or inappropriate.
A research instituteoperating in a Russian oblastwill have difficulty becoming client-
centered or demand-driven if it takes its marching orders from Moscow. Legal reform of the
AKS is needed if the system is to become more decentralized and accountable. That said,
however legal reform is time-consuming and should not be viewed as a necessary
precondition for reform.
5. In almost all EE-FSU countries the AKS is in a state of financial collapse.
Research and higher'education are among the first casualties in a financial crisis. Almost
universally, AKS institutions in EE-FSU are under severe budget constraints - so severe in
fact that the reform process itself is being hindered. Scientists and technicians are in a
survival mode. The existing system consumes needed resources and is still unable todeliver
needed services.
6. The future organization ofagriculture in the EGA countries is largely unknown.
The Soviet-era AKS was designed tosupport Soviet-era agriculture. As price liberalization
and other reforms continue, theresulting resource reallocation will change theface of EE-
FSU region agriculture. The AKS must be reformed in anticipation of those changes. Afew
examples:
• Animal agriculture in the Baltics was pushed by Moscow well beyond the region's
productive capacity. The changingrole of the livestock sector, its scope and scale will
alter the demand for research products in animal science, forages or meat processing.in the
Baltics. '
'• - In Uzbekistan, massive irrigation investments in the 1950s and,1960s created a huge
cotton industry literally out of the desert- with significant economic and environmental
costs. As reforms impact the agricultural sector, Uzbekistan will likely need an AKS that
can devise alternative cropping systems, develop water allocation policy and ameliorate •
environmental degradation. The current AKS is ill-suited to address these issues.
• In southeastern Russia research-institutes were developed to serve dryland wheat .
production. This region maydiversify somewhat and value-added industry mayexpand
here, but southeastern Russia will likely remain a wheat-growing region even after the
reforms are complete. The AKS in this region.needs to be made more efficient - but its •
orientation and competencies are appropriate for market-based agriculture.
7. Critical skills'gap. . • .
Most AKS scientists, educators and'administrators have only a rudimental understanding of
market economics and management, vThis lack.of economic literacy and intuition makes it •
difficult to create appropriate, research products,' training programs oreducational material. It
also limits the managerial effectiveness of AKS organizations. Similar limitations can,be
found in agroecology, biotechnology, farming systems research, modem teaching methods or
communication and distance learning. These limitations directly impact research and .
teaching as well as extension. a. . . -
8. Limited private sector developmentj- ' .v i. . .
In North America and Western Europe the private sector is a significant component in the
AKS, with the private sector providing most of the product development and customer
support. AKS reforms in EE-FSU countries must encourage and acconmiodate this
transition. •
• It is not unconimon.in ECA countries to find agricultural scientists conducting research on
technologies already available commercially in.the West. !
• Seed improvement, animal geneticsand biotics are still provided as a public sector
product. With the proper economic incentives and institutions,-niost of these activities
could be commercialized or privatized.
The foregoing list is not complete.^ However, it does give some of the major barriers to AKS •
reform that exist in the EEtFSU region. • ' >
Institutional and Organization Change: Concepts and Models
It is easy, deceptively so, to make lists or draw diagrams giving before and after descriptions of
AKS's in EE-FSU. However the actual process by which reform and transformation occurs - or
can be fostered by outside change agents is murky at best. As we said earlier, there are no
provenmodels and few experts. In this section we.assemble several concepts that maybe useful
in developing a practical, operational approach to AKS reform.
Foundations
There are, at least, three separate literatures that have some relevance to AKS transformation.
We'll briefly describe these lines of inquiry and give a reference or two.
The organizational change and development (OCD) literature is directedprimarily toward the
business world. It is based largely on industrial,andorganizational psychology and sociology -
including complex organization theoryand ethnography. The focus of this literature is primarily
on the process, through which, and, bywhich, corporations andothercomplex organizations can
be changed anddeveloped. Heredevelopment focuses on individual andorganizational
learning. This literature is extensive and runs thegamut from theory to self-help books. A
textbook treatmentis given'by Cummings and.Worley (1993). Other examples include Senge
(1990), Russ-Eft, et al (1997), Kanter (1989),'Conner (1992), Zell (1997),Keller (1983), and
Kotter (1995). This list is not complete. It serves only to give an indication of the breadth of the
OCD literature. ..
A second literature that runs somewhat parallel to the first is the economics of complex
organizations. This is a relatively newareaof inquiry that focuses on the role of incentives and
coordination mechanisms in corporations and othercomplex organizations. Recent textbooks in
this area would include Milgrom and Roberts (1992), Lazear.(1998) and Besenko et al (2000).
A third area, quite distinct in manyways from.the previous two, comes under the rubric of public
choice, public economics or collective action. Thisareacombines concepts in economics and
political science to examine why, and to amore limited extent, howgroups of individuals come
together to address issues thateffect a number of them. These issues might include resolving
environmental problems, providing national security, redirecting government policy or investing
public funds in agricultural research. This literature is extensive and more theoretical than
operational. Recent references include Olson (1995)^ Sandier (1992), Weimer (1997), Schwartz
(1997), Scrimgeour and Pasour (1996).
DeHning Organizational and,Institutional Change
i
If push comes to shove, there probably isn't a real distinction between organizational and
institutional change. Institutional change is often thought ofas a process ofreplacing one setof
rules with another - legislation, regulations and the like. An organization (or public agency)
can, however, be viewed as a "nexus of contracts" (Alchian and Demetz (1972)) thatgovern
behavior. Organizational change, then, involves rewriting implicit and explicit contracts within a
legal entity that is created solely to make the contracting process more efficient. From this
perspective, changing institutions and organizations seem synonymous. However, in thinking -
about AKS reform, it is helpful to viewanstitutional arid.organizationalxhange as if they, formed
the extreme points on a continuum; Figure-2 attempts-to-illustrate these-differences. - - -
On one end, we have organizational change occurring-within'ah investor-owned firm. At-the
other extreme is revision or change df 'comrhercial law'that is the product of legislative action by
elected officials. In theory, there may be no real difference between the two types of change. In
piractice however, there are significant differences between a private firm and a legislative
assembly in terms of accountability, incentive mechanisms, information, and power.
In a market-oriented AKS, the private sector components are clearly clustered around the
organizational end of Figure 2. However, the public components, univeirsities or rese^ch or
institutes lie somewhere in themiddle. They possess some aspects of private'organizatibns - a
hierarchical structure for example. But they also require legislative action for funding and public
support for their mission. / • ^ • r -i . ..
Figure 2. Institutional and Organizational Change
Revise
Commercial Law
Institutional
(legislative change)
(public choice)
(bottom up)
(collective action)
Re-direct' a
Public University
Restructure An
Investor-Owned Firm
Organizational
(managed'changed)
' (private decision)
^ (top down) •
^ (organizational developnient)
Essential Steps in AKS Transformation i • :
Looking back atFigure 1,how does a transition economy move itsAKS from one;represented by
Panel A to Panel B? How do thespecific changes inmission, skill setsandoutput suggested in
Table 2 come about?
John Kotter (1995) presents ajSimple eight-step prescription for organizational change that,
provides a reasonable point of departure forconsidering the. practical-steps needed to,p-ansform.
an AKS. His approach is basedon generally accepted principles of OCD. Variations on the
same theme can befound inCummings and Worley (1993)-for>example. Table 3 presents
Kotter's eight-step approach to transformation. Note that Kotter's description assumes that
organizational change and development is lead-.shaped-and directed by the,firm's leaders., As
we haye indicated, this assumption is not entirely appropriate for AKS, reform because ofits
partial dependence on legislative suppprt., . , •
Table 3. Eight Steps to Organizational Transformation
1. Establishing a Sense of Urgency
• Examining market and competitive realities
• Identifying and discussing crises, potential crises, or major opportunities
2. Forming a Powerful Guiding Coalition
• Assembling a group with enough power to lead the change effort
• Encouraging the group to work together as a team
3. Creating a Vision
• Creating a vision to help direct the changeeffort
• Developingstrategies for achieving that vision
4. Communicating the Vision
• Using every vehicle possible to communicate the newvisionand strategies
• Teaching new behaviors by the example of the guiding coalition
5. Empowering Others to Act on the Vision
• Getting rid of obstacles to change
• Changingsystemsor structuresthat seriouslyundermine the vision
• Encouragingrisk taking and nontraditional ideas,activities, and actions
6. Planning for and CreatingShort-TermWins
• Planning for visibleperformance improvements
• Creating those improvements
• Recognizing and rewarding employees involved in the improvements
7. Consolidating Improvements and Producing StillMoreChange
• Using increased credibility tochange systems, structures, and policies that don't fit the vision
• Hiring, promoting, anddeveloping employees who canimplement thevision
• Reinvigorating theprocess withnewprojects, themes, andchangeagents
8. Institutionalizing New Approaches
• Articulating the connectionsbetween the newbehaviorsand corporatesuccess
• Developing the means to ensure leadership development andsuccess
Source; Adapted from Kotter (1995).
In the next few paragraphs we'll elaborate on these eight steps and try tomake appropriate
linkages back to AKS reform. Where appropriate, we'll bring ina few insights from the
organizational economics and public choice literature.
1. ^Establishing aSense ofUrgency.
Organizations and individuals, in many cases, avoid making changes until they have arrived at a
crisis point - until the entire organization is at risk. Extension workers and corporate trainers
often talk about"teachable moments" when disaster looms so large that individuals finally are
motivated to acquire new skills or change their beliefs. In amore positive sense, significant
opportunities can also provide,motivation for.org^izatiqns to-change or learn. But so often,'
response to opportunities comes late - when the opportunity is nearly lost.
. : 'i-.i • " . •
Failure, poor performance or significant opportunities are important sourcesof motivation for
organizational change". This notion goes back; at least, to'Mafch and Simon (1958). Recent
work in organizational economics shows that risk of business failure can serve to overcome
employees' resistance to change and their influence aptiyities (Schaefer,-(1998)). Kotter argues
that this crisis point or a sense-of urgency can and must be created by-executives seeking to
transform their organirations. • ' ' ' -
TheAKS in EE-FSU, .'ariii in particular the former Soviet Union are in crisis and havebeen for
some time. Massive reductions inbudgets, decaying facilities and flight of scientific personnel
would certainly contribute to a sense of urgency. There are numerous examples across this
region of positive responses to these losses (Boxes 1'and 2). However there remains a •
widespread resistance to change. It is common to find rese^ch managers; administrators and
staff paralyzedjby the changes occurringin theEEtFSUcountries. Foi: many, the sense of
urgency has created resentment, and a strong desire to hold on to the way things were,(Box 3).
Clearly crisis and a sense of urgency is necessary for transformation but not sufficient.
Box 1: Institutional Reform ofthe Agricultiiral Knowledge System in Omsk Oblast
' ' ^ ' *r • Is, r • , * i > '
Omsk oblast is located in western Siberia. This is a transition area from boreal forests in^the North to dry steppe in
the South. Agriculture was expanded in Omsk during the new land programs of the 1950s and 1960s. Agriculture is
an important industry and has always been given emphasis by the oblast administration. The agricultural knowledge
system is Omsk was typical for many oblasts - a research institute, two agricultural academies of higher education
reporting to MOAF and a retraining institute.- . ,; ? ^ .
In April, 1994 three of the educational institutes took an unusual step - they merged. Omsk State Agrarian
University was formed by combining the Omsk Agricultural Institute of Higher Education, the Omsk Institute of
Veterinary Medicine andOmsk Institute forRetraining Agriculture Specialists. Themerger wasundertaken, inpit,
to address the financial problems experienced by all three institutions. But it was not a new idea. Institute
administrators andoblast officials hadbeendiscussing amerger for tHe past 10years. Themerger has led to
efficiencies in teaching common subjects. Andtheyhavebeenable to introduce new subjects such asmarket
economics. ,
- '1 • . . . •
Themerger has not beeneffortless. In fact, the threeinstitutions still tend to refer to themselves as separate entities
- much like colleges wi^in a university. But the merger was facilitated because all three institutions had,
historically, reported to the same agency, theMinistry ofAgriculture andFood. Thishasbeena stepin the right
direction since it has reduced overlap of functions, ledto better utilization of resources andimproved cost
consciousness. ' ' .. - ' ,
TheSiberian Research Institutefor Agriculture, (SRIA) is themajor research institution in OmskOblast. It, too,
reports to theMinistry of Agriculture andFood. It hasnotyetformally merged with thehigher educational
institution. However, well over 50percent ofSRIA's rese^chers now.teach atOmsk State Agrarian University. In
fact it is becoming difficult to tell who works forwhom. SRIA is also having to face-fundamental choices about its
research program. In the past, some research focused ondesigning irrigation systems forKazakhstan. This need no
longer exits. Theinstitute is attempting tomrii its attention to' issues of'more'lpcal interest ^ horticulture, for
example. Omsk State Agrarian University appears to be well on its way tocombining tHe research,'teaching and
extension functions found at land grant universities in the United States.
Box 2: Shifting Funding, Shifting Priorities
The ScientificResearch Instituteof Agriculturefor Southeast Region (SRIASE) is the Volga region's premierwheat
breeding institute. Established in 1909, SRIASE hasa well-established reputation fordeveloping high quality
cultivars of durum, hardspringandhardwinterwheats. These cultivators are seeded onmillions of hectares
throughout this region.
In 1989, 81 percent of SRIASE's budget came from theFederal government through VASKhNIL. Theremaining
19percent camefromits ownfunds earned through seedsalesandfarmproduction. In 1993,SRIASE began
receiving supportfromtheoblastgovernment - about 16percent of its budget. A year later, the oblastwas
providing nearly 40percent of the budget, almost equal to the federal component. By 1995, theoblast contribution
was approximately 50percent of thetotal budget. As a consequence of the oblast's commitment toresearch,
SRIASE h^ been spared some of the severe financial difficulties experienced byother agricultural research
institutes.
How did this change occur? Fundamentally, it was theresult of aneffective working relationship between
SRIASE's administration and the oblast government. However, SIUASE has also redirected its research programto
focus more ontheneeds ofSaratov Oblast. It has become more applied and problem oriented. Research ontillage
systems and erosion control has increased. And linkages with extension and higher education institutions have been
significantly strengthened. In addition, SRIASE has divested itself ofexperimental farms located in neighboring
oblasts. Thechanges initiated bySRIASE arevery consistent with changes occurring inNARS throughout the
world - increasing localfunding andaccountability andsolving realproblems facedby commercial agriculture.
Box 3: Life After the Fall
ForRussian agricultural scientists, thecollapse of communism andthedissolution of theformer USSR hasresulted
in precipitous losses - inresources, productivity, prestige, standard of living and optimism for the future. Following
are a few statements by researchers in one agricultural research institute; once considered a world-class
organization:
... "everything has changed. Westill talk about ourresearch asif itmattered. Some ofus still work and work hard.
But it is for nothing. No one cares."
... "everything isbased onprofit orself-sufficiency. Ifyou work onbasic science, you might as well leave and give
up."
... "We can only remember thegood old days when VASKhNIL fed everyone - scientific exchanges, graduate
students, good salary and support."
... "everyone must have asecond orthird job just to survive. We spend much ofour time just growing our own food.
Even theexperimental plots at theInstitute have been converted togardens - forpotatoes."
... "in April they didn't have enough money lo pay us. So they divided the staff into groups. Some got paid for April
inMay,othersin June,othershad to wait untilJuly."
... "My pay iscomparably high because I am asenior researcher - nearly $100 amonth - when and ifI get paid. But
my technicians only earn $8-10 amonth. They can't survive onthat."
,.. "wehavenojournals or scientific materials, nothing forover3 years."
... "our building has been rented out to business interests. These are strange people who have no respect for us. Our
building is nothing more thanawarehouse forgoods!"
... "our institute had 500 researchers, now less than half remain. Only 15-20 actually come to work. Why should
they? Noonecares andyou don't gelpaidanyway."
... "there are no young people here any more. Only the old ones who have nooptions.
2. ' Forming a Powerful Guiding Coalition.
Organizational change must be lead and supportediby, a,relatively ismaU group of influential or •
powerful individuals. Kotter states that this coalitionrmay initially be small - but in,many-. •
organizations needs to grow overtime. ?Although firms are ;lead and managed through a
hierarchy, there remain important collective action aspects to any transformation effort. The
coalition needs to be representative of important functional and interest groups within the
organization. This is necessary to fostercollective action. However, the coalition alsoneeds to
manage coordination failures - nusmatches between organizational,units or functions. The
collectiye action literature cle^ly pqints_out the possibility of sub-optimal behayior wi^in
coalitions (Sandier, 1992). Consequently coalition size, composition and incentives need to be.
carefully monitored.
Guiding coalitions for AES reform in EE-FSU ^e^eithernon-existent or poorly constituted. In
many cases the guiding coalition is niade up of themembers of the comrilunist-era agricultural
research academy, ministries of science, agriculture and education. Most of these,organizati6ns
are disconnected from both stakeholders^and rank and file agricultural researchers and educators.
More importantly, the leadership is often not available to form a guiding coalition (Box^4). .
Box 4: Creating a Czech Extension Service
In the early. 1990's, there was a great deal of interest, within theMinistryof Agriculture in Czechbslov^a to
develop an "extension service". To some extent this w^ motivated by a'need tofind joljs for local Ministry
employees no longer needed to monitor collective and state farms' adherence to production orders. However, there
was also a belief that nascent family farmers needed to be supported by extension programs. A small coalition
formed within the Ministry to establish an extension service. At the request of this coalition, the USAID and Iowa
State University provided financial aid.^d technical assis^nce to train Ministry officials and agriculturists on
extension methods, subject matter and organizational design. '
After three years of technical assistance the entire effort was abandoned. One of the primary reasons for failure was
that the guiding coalitionwithin theMinistry was never able to bridge the gap between political factions' in the
legislative assembly. The ruling party had no interest in expending public funds to educate "dumb people".' In-their
view, good managers would learn what they needed from private sector firms. Poor managers - the perceived
beneficiaries of an extension service, would simply fail. TCe opposingparty saw an extension service in a populist
light - aiding small-scale family farmers with limited managerial skills. In theirview, the successful emergence of
a group of family farmers was seen as a way to correct for the wrongsof collectivization and develop a more
"European" agricultural sector.
In retrospect, hadmore technical assistance goneinto "creating a powerful guiding coalition"than in training mid-
level bureaucrat in farm management or extension methods,jthis effort-might haveproyed-successful. . ,
3. Creating a Vision. -
Muchis madeout of the need'forcollective vision-in'motivatiiig: andguiding the transformation
process. In a nutshell, a vision is siiiiplya description of the desired characteristics of an '' •
organization at some future time. Lipton (1996) suggests that organizational vision represents
the succinct aggregation of mission, strategy and corporate culture (Table 4). The fundamental
purpose of vision is to help individuals understand where the organization is headed and where
they fit in. This understanding,Lipton points out, can have a pervasive effect on performance,
decision-making, staffing and strategy development. Further, the process of developing
organizational vision may be as important as the vision itself. Vision creation needs to be a
broad participatory effort. Guiding corporate visions cannot be hatched by a few executives and
foisted upon the workforce.
Table 4. Focusing on the Three Themes of Vision
Mission
What business(es) are we in?
What is our fundamental purpose or reason for being?
What types of products or services do we make or provide? How do we define the customers we serve?
For whose benefit are all our efforts?
What unique value do we bring to our customers?
Are we confident that this mission is distinct and unique from any other organization that may provide a similar
product or service?
• Are we describing what we do or why we do it?
Strategy
• What is the basic approach to achieving the mission?
• What is the distinct competence or competitive adv^tage that will characterize our organizational or
departmental success?
Culture
What are (or should be) the hallmarks of our culture and leadership style?
How do (or should) we treat each other and how should we work together?
What do we believe about ourselves?
What do we stand for? ,
What values do we hold dear?
What characterizes an effective employee?
In what ways is our organization a great place to work?
Source: Lipton (1996).
Forming a vision for an AKS in EE-FSU is a daunting task. The process alone - sharing ideas,
creatively describing future states or options would be a disquieting experience for anyone
brought up under a communist regime. Vision development, Kotter suggests, is a task of the
guiding coalition, but one that must reach into the organizationfor both ideas and support. It
might be possible for the coalition to form a vision for the entire AKS - admittedly very broad.
This vision would then be available to guide vision development within specific organizations
thatmake up the AKS. In all likelihood this lattervisioning process is the more importantof the
two. -
Visioncreation in the EE-FSU is also comphcated because the future organization of the
agricultural sectors in these countries is difficult topredict. Price liberalization, privatization,
increased-resource mobility and entrepreneurial behavioriwilMikely>change theface of
agriculture inEE-FSU. These changes will require a significant re-orientatidn of the easting
AKS. A guiding visioii for theAKS depends ona realistic vision of a transformed agricultural
and food sector. • , i. , - <
4. Communicating the Vision.
I ' • , , ,
Kotter suggests an organization's vision must becontinuously.communicated by theguiding
coalition to employees and stakeholders. -Oneof.the legacies of conmiumsm is a widespread
reluctance to communicate. In the old days, people spoke freely within f^lies - but otherwise
keep their heads down and their mouths shut. TTiis pe^asiveattitude does notfoster free
communication of vision. In addition, leaders in centrallyplannedeconomies led by fiat. There
is little precedent in this tradition foropenly sharing the mission, strategy and values ofan
organization withrelevant stakeholders. As important as developing andconimunicating a
vision is in organizational change anddevelopment, it will likely be one of themoredifficult
tasks undertaken by individuals seeking to transfprmthe AKS's in this region.!
• ' •. .. ' I . 'l r , '
5. Empowering Others to Act on the Vision.-; , .,
In complexorganizations,individuals must be encouraged to take, steps.thatsupport change
consistent with its vision. Kotter states that the guiding coalition must work to remove obstacles
that block transformation efforts.. The list of potential.obstacles is long - individual attitudes,
skill sets, work rules, and procedures, compensationpolicy, regulations and funding. Further,
few obstacles are likely to be identified at the beginning of the transformation process. They are,
unfortunately, discovered when transformation efforts start to fail. Tlie guiding coalition must,
therefore remain informed, diligent and proactive as barriers to change are encountered.
For AKS transformation, a similar list of barriers can be developed. The legd status of a
research institute may require that it follow the dictates of a national scientific academy. This
may prevent the organization from responding to local needs and stakeholders. Scientists and
educators may lack skills and knowledge relevant to market-based agriculture. Funding may be
in such short supply, that concerns about personal welfare swamp any efforts, to transform an
organization. The key insight is that monitoring and reduction of barriers 6r resistance to change
is a critical responsibility of theguiding coalition. ..The coalition must havethe resources arid
authority to periform this task. , _
6. Planning for and Creating Short-Term Wins. ,
Kotter points out that organizational transformation takes time - years in many cases. Unless
stakeholders and employees see some evidence of positive change fairly quickly, it will be
difficult to maintain commitment, momentum or a willingness to make,sacrifices on behalf of the
organization. To offset these impediments, Kotter suggests that the guiding coalition
deliberately create transformation projects thatcanquiclcly demonstrate^positive benefits.
This step is critically important in AKS transformation. Fortunately there are many opportunities
for demonstrating these short-term gains. For example, many researchers in the EE-FSU region
understand the need to be more "applied", to work on local, practical problems. They see this
reorientation, in part, as a requirement of a market economy. But they also understand the need
to demonstrate the value of agricultural research to key stakeholders - public officials and
farmers. Small problem-focused research projects can be developed by the guiding coalition to
produce short-term successes.
Short-term wins must be accompanied by persistence and tenacity if more difficult
transformation efforts are to be successful. Many AKS transformation efforts in the EE-FSU
region have been aided and encouraged by outside donors. These assistance projects have
generally been short term - 2 or 3 years at most. Further they have tended to focus on
"extension" activities particularly those related to privatization. It is clear that this approach may
catalyze change - but it will not sustain it.
7. Consolidating Improvements and Producing Still More Change.
Organizational change is a long-term continuous process. Consequently sustaining momentum
in organizational change is critical and difficult. There are no simple techniques for maintaining
momentum. Cummings and Worley (1993) identify four activities that can be helpful.
• Ensuring adequate resources required to foster change are provided.
• Continuing to support the guiding coahtion for the long haul.
• Investing in human capital - skills and competencies needed for the transformed
organization.
• Re-enforcing new behaviors - rewarding employees for changing skill sets and work habits
in ways that support transformation.
8. Institutionalizing New Approaches.
New ways of working, new directions, strategies eventually must become part of the
organization's culture. In part, this means that the products or outcomes of organizational
change and development become "standard operating procedures". However, Kotter argues that
cultural changes and leadership succession plans are the most important aspects to ensure that
gains of transformation are sustained and that the process of organizational change and
development continues.
Leading Change
One of the cridcal assumptions underlying models of organizational change and development is
that these processes are lead - they areplanned anddeliberate. It is clear from Kotter's eight-
step prescription thatwithout leadership ~without theguiding coalition, notmuch is going to
happen. Transforming anAKS requires exceptional leadership since thechange agents must
address bothorganizations as well as the institutions that support andguide them. Individuals
selected to lead AKS reform in EE-FSU must possess leadership skills - but they must also have
the capacity to serve as advocates for the system and thetransformation process. Figure 3
illustrates someaspects in identifying change agents to directAKS reform.
Figure 3. Identifying Change Agents
Advocacy
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Higii
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Public officials,
many directors
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1
Low
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Leadership potentialHinges on an individual's ability to motiveand inspire others—to help them
create a realistic and challenging vision for the futurei Leadership is not the same as
management - running the organization on a day-to-day basis. Advocacy potential means the
individual has theinherent ability - communication and interpersonal skills to advocate the AKS
to stakeholders and public officials. However, the individual must also be connected with the
external power structure so that they can serve as an advocate.
Figure 3 Usts, for illustrative purposes, groups of individuals, from which, change agents might
be selected - scientists, administrators, public officials. Clearly the ideal change agent has both
high leadership and advocacy potential. We show the upper right quadrant in Figure 3 empty.
We are not suggesting that effective change agents don't exist in the EE-FSU. Rather there is no
systematic way to identify individuals who might.possess-these necessary traits. Probably the •
most interesting question is one of developing change agents - moving individuals toward the •
upper right quadrant.
A second aspect of leadership has to do with the relationship between leadership quahty and
organizational change strategies. Figure 4 presents a simple decision tree that links leadership
quality within an AKS - at the national, regional (oblast, state, province) or organizational level
to specific transformation actions that might.be undertaken. For example the decision tree
suggests that a strategy of organizational change with strong national and organizational
leadership (Branch C) might be very different were leadership quality reversed (Branch F).
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B D H
A Bootstrap Approach tOiAKS Reform
Transfonnationpf an AKS takes time, a great deal of information, money, skilled nianagers and
informed and empowered stakeholders. Few of the EE-FSU countries meet these preconditions.
Consequently the entire reform strategy must be bootstrapped - the needed resources, leaders,
managers, stakeholders and knowledge must be created as part.of;the reform process, :This will
require a reform strategy that is:
• Explicitly designed to foster organizational learning, critical skill development and the.
creation of progressive stakeholder groups .
• Flexible and adaptable to.changing conditions and.organizational learning, , -
• Opportunistic and entrepreneurial capitalizing on existing projects to accelerate reforms
and unanticipated opportunities -• i .. i -
• ,Capable of demonstrating some short-term benefits that clearly display,the value ofAKS
products and reforms ,
Figure 5 shows thekey elements in^bur.prpposed^strategy in a hypothetical reform cycle. In this
model, the reform process begins with the creation of a strategic vision for the AKS. In many
cases this .vision will be created by the existing AKS managers and selected staff members.
Consequently, this vision will be rudiment^ and probably not well representative of
stakeholders' interests. Information and skills necessary to complete the task will likely be in
short supply. With support from experienced outside AKS managers, however, a workable first
cut should be achievable. As the reform strategy progresses, the visioning process will serve.to
orient AKS administrators, scientists and educators so they will gain a better understanding of
the role and structure of the AKS in a market setting.^ In.addition, however, creating a,strategic
vision will require the development and empowerment ofAKS stakeholders. In our model both
tasks are included as part of the development of.a sttategic vision.
Figure s.- .Bootstrapping AKS Refqrm
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Based on this initial vision, some reformsmay be evident. For example research or education
facilities that are clearly not consistentwith the country's long term interestsmight be closedor
consolidated. Some care must be taken that these first reforms are not simply responses to short
term budget problems or political expediency.
The second element in the reformprocess involves taking on specificprojects that would
quickly:
• Fill in gaps in information
• Develop needed skills
• Build stakeholder competence, within the AKS or with clients
• Foster needed working relationships
• Test or pilot reform actions
• Sustain or rescue essential AKS assets or programs at risk because'of funding limitations
or neglect
• Quickly produce positive results that would create stakeholder commitment for AKS
reform and ongoing support as well as sustainmomentumfor the reform process
These learning and development projects (LDPs) are intentionally designed to bUild the
country's capacity to reform the AKS and successfullymanage it thereafter.
There are three basic types of LDPs that might be used. We'll list these along with a few
examples:
1. Study tours to increase stakeholder or AKS professionals' awareness of:
• Alternative approaches to AKS organizadon and management
• New agricultural technologies in similar agroclimatic regions
• Professional development and training programs used by agribusinesses in North America
• Successful curriculum reform strategies used in Eastern European agricultural universities
• Use of competitive grants to foster client-focused, multidisciplinary research and
extension
2. Short term training programs to develop critical skills in:
• Institutional reform methods
• Farm management and market economics
• Case method teaching
• Human resource management in AKS institutions
• Agroecology and farming systems research and extension
3. Short term research and development projects that address cridcal issues facing the
agricultural sector but also serve to create human capital, promote organizational learning or
test reform strategies:
• Work with selected farm businesses to increase milk production through improved
nutrition and management
• Develop a set of case studies to use in an agribusinessmanagement course
• Identify and resolve barriers to introducing a completing crop into a monoculture
• Develop and deliver a workshop on farm business planning for small farms
• Conduct a brief SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) for the
AKS
• Conduct an in-depth review of a major research and extension program such as wheat
production in Kazakhstan
We expect that the LDPs could be integrated with other ongoing projects. For example an
existingproject in Uzbekistan to create a farmer advisory and information service (FIAS) could
be designed to include a competitivegrants program, managedby the FIAS, to developcropping
systems to replace or competewith cotton. In thisway, the estabhshment of the FIAS also
creates incentives to support reform in existingAKS institutions, fosters new working
relationships, reorients the researchers to clientneeds, requires inputs in farmmanagement and
marketing economicsand would likely have ecological dimensions as well. In addition,
however, this LDP creates the needed linkages between research and extension. And, if all
workswell, the project should demonstrate the value of research and extension to stakeholders
and elected officials.
Returning to Figure 5 we see that the outputs from the LDPs and the earlier reforms are used to
refine or refocus the strategic vision guiding the process. In addition the guiding coalition might
be modified or augmented as effective leaders are identified or developed. This, then leads to
another round of LDPs and reforms. In our model, AKS reform is not a grand planning exercise.
Deliberation and debate are held to a minimum. Rather it is an active and results-oriented
process with a high degree of accountability.
Final Comments
This paper has attempted to develop a framework for a process that might be followed to foster
change in agricultural knowledge systems in transition economies. This process is not proven.
It, by no means, can be viewed as a best practice. Our hope is that the paper will lead to a
renewed interest in AKS transformation strategies appropriate for the EE-FSU region. Further
we hope the paper will encourage a broader exchange of information within the World Bank, the
bilateralcommunityand agricultural leaders in this region on best practices - practical, proven
approaches to transforming and modernizing agricultural knowledge systems.
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